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An Introduction to ‘A Window into the Classroom’ 

As an educator you want the best possible learning outcomes for the students in your care.  

You know continuous and sustained improvement in teacher practice is essential if schools are to produce 
collaborative, creative and resilient young adults who can think and act for themselves and be meaningful 
contributors to society.  

The Education System relies on student assessments to determine progress; however, there are very few 
measurement systems for the all-important ingredient, teacher effectiveness. Ironically, it simply hasn’t been part 
of teaching culture for teachers to assess themselves.  

But times are clearly changing.  

Education is now some way along in moving out of the “closed classroom door” paradigm and schools are 
increasingly accountable for their performance, which is largely determined by the effectiveness of their teaching 
staff.  

Educational literature tells us that teacher feedback from senior leaders, peers and most importantly, the students 
themselves is the best way of determining a teacher’s overall effectiveness.  

Indeed, student perception has been proven to be a more accurate indicator of teacher quality than a principal’s 
assessment.  

Dr Mark Merry, Principal of Yarra Valley Grammar has been using our Feedback Program for 6 years now and finds 
it an indispensable tool. These are some of his reasons why: 

“All the literature on education over the last few years states that a crucial element if not THE 
crucial element in a class room is the teacher’s ability to develop a good relationship with the 
students.  

If a teacher can’t develop a good relationship with the students, no matter how good their 
subject knowledge is, they won’t be effective. This is particularly true for boys.  

Put simply, teachers who are most effective create a good working relationship; clearly respect 
and like being with the students. They run a tight ship by enforcing good boundaries in the 
classroom but never lose their sense of humour.”  

Mark made the following points: 

• There is logic in getting students to give feedback to their teachers. Students are the consumers of the 
education – so it makes perfect sense to ask them how things are going 

• Feedback allows teachers to focus their attention on areas they’d like to improve 

• Feedback is a great form of affirmation. The majority of feedback affirms teacher practice, and therefore 
is a powerful mechanism to indicate to the teacher they’re doing a good job 

• Parents really are impressed that teacher quality is assessed every year by students as well. They 
appreciate that their sons and daughters are given the chance to be involved in the educational process 
rather than just be passive observers 

• Measurement is part of education and will become progressively more so. This is a user friendly, 
effective way of providing the school with an ongoing benchmarking program to see where the school as 
well as individual teachers have improved 

• Effectiveness measurement and review will become the norm, so teacher feedback and assessment will 
become part of the fabric of education. So, the only way to deal with it is to be prepared, ahead of the 
game and embrace it early on.  

But what does it mean to measure teacher performance efficiently and effectively in the 21st century? 

How can you, as a principal or senior school leader, know best where to direct your school’s professional learning 

resources? 

And how can a teacher receive meaningful and specific feedback to help them to improve? 
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A (very) brief look at the Landscape 

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) assesses year 9 students in Mathematics, Reading and 
Science.  It does so in a way that assess how well participating students can apply the knowledge they have in new 
ways.  This is a good proxy for the skills required in the 21st century – not 
simply memorisation but application.  

Since 2000, Australia’s results have shown persistent declines in all three 
domains.  This decline is true for all school sectors, Independent and 
Catholic schools simply start from higher levels than government schools 
but show a similar decline as the average across all schools. 

We also know that student capacities related to developing 21st century 
skills decline over a school career. 

Divergent thinking, critical for creativity declines sharply over school life 
and into early adulthood, as reported by Sir Ken Robinson.  Similarly, enthusiasm for school, critical to taking part 
and taking the initiative declines until the last years of school, where it rises moderately, according to Michael 
Fullan. 

   

Children lose key abilities as they pass through schooling and into adulthood 

The ability to learn a foreign language effortlessly and fluently, using skills that are critical to our ability to pay 
sustained attention to people and things that are new to us, declines sharply – a four-year old can learn a language 
with ease yet an eighteen-year old typically cannot. 

There is something systemically wrong with what we are doing in our ability to develop young people to handle 
what the future is bringing. 

What is going on? 

We are all innately driven to be - and become more - competent, self-determining and connected.  When we do 
feel competent, self-determining and connected and we are engaged in activities that will continue to grow these 
capacities then we feel fulfilled, engaged and energised. 

By competence we mean the ability to act successfully in the world in terms of both knowledge and practical skills, 
and social behaviours.  By self-determination we mean the ability to freely choose the next step in what I learn - so 
that it matters to me - and in how I behave, so that I integrate norms and rules rather than being controlled by 
them either through compliance or defiance.  By connection we mean our need to be grounded, to be accepted 
unconditionally by at least one person, to feel worthy within ourselves and to be part of something larger, to have a 
larger purpose. 

Traditionally, our education systems have focused on building competence within a strongly conformist framework 
focused on doing as we are told and being rewarded with the promise of a good standard of living, in material 
terms.  This focus has been at the expense of both self-determination and connection.  Self-determination has been 
largely suppressed and connection has been made transactional and contingent rather than relational and 
unconditional. 

There is increasing recognition that to build 21st century skills we need to support the growth of self-determination 
in young people and help them to become connected – with other people, themselves and to a larger purpose -  as 
well as supporting growth in competence through gaining knowledge and skills and how to apply them. 
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This has implications for pedagogy – how students engage with useful work, rather than being individual as in the 
past, work needs to be done in collaboration with others to build some key aspects of connection and needs to be 
differentiated so that students can feel themselves to be competent as the work is appropriate for them.  There are 
also implications for the nature of the teacher-student relationship – this needs to be supportive of self-
determination which means a focus on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation and a shift from being conditional 
(“If you do this, I will be good to you”) to being unconditional (“I will always care for you and believe in you”). 

The classroom is where it happens 

It is in the classroom where students engage in learning activities.  If these activities meet each student’s innate 
drives, then students will feel good about themselves, there will be high levels of engagement and a desire by 
students to continue the activities so as to continue to feel good about themselves. 

A student can feel good about themselves on any of the three dimensions, but it is the combination of all three that 
creates the ideal environment for optimal growth.  Indeed, when you go into a classroom that is operating at this 
level it is hard, even as an observer, to leave, you also want the experience to continue! 

As a principal or senior school leader you know how important it is to visit classrooms and to have your finger on 
the pulse of what is going on.  Yet, often, visiting classrooms falls onto the backburner.  Why is that, if it is rightly 
seen as of high importance? 

There is a sneaking feeling that it is not enough.  First, a large secondary school may have hundreds of classes going 
on every week such that visiting, say, one a day on average, is scarcely scratching the surface.  Second, the 
presence of the principal in a classroom will change the classroom dynamic, few students will play up in that 
situation, but they may do so when the teacher is alone, and the teacher may well modify their behaviour as well – 
they may not need to raise their voice when the principal is there when they otherwise would. 

Visiting classrooms is important – it increases your visibility - but in terms of giving visibility to existing practices and 
how well these meet student needs, it does not give the whole picture. 

We can get a fuller grasp of the student experience in the classroom by asking students themselves.  If the 
experience is a valuable one – one that makes students feel fulfilled i.e. that addresses their innate needs, students 
will want the experience to continue and will fully engage.  If the experience is a poor one – it does not meet their 
innate needs, they will be easily frustrated, distracted and willing to play up. 

Fortunately, this situation is very similar to the problem of customer retention in the commercial world.  Businesses 
want to know what percentage of customers will be loyal to them and what percentage will be swayed by price i.e. 
distracted by another offer.  Collecting feedback on key aspects of their service on a 1-5 scale can provide this 
information. 

The framework and convention provide three key response areas.  On a 1-5 scale the point of indifference is 3.5.  At 
this point the student is happy to be there, happy to engage in the work of the class but otherwise is indifferent.  If 
a distraction comes along (for example, one of their friends wants to talk about the weekend's football match) then 
they feel no disloyalty to the school, teacher or their peers to engage in this conversation and be distracted away 
from their work. 

 

At the 3.5 level of engagement the engagement 
level is under constant pressure from distractions 
and the effort to teach goes up to counter this.  
Over the long-term, pressure to complete the 
curriculum becomes a focus and a source of anxiety. 

This has two effects.  It leads to a decline in engagement over time and it leads to an increase in the effort required 
to teach, which includes the teacher having to bring students back to attending to their work and going over work 
again.  A teacher doing this will tend to disengage other children who were engaged first time round as their own 
progress is seen to be slowing down.  The net effect is that either engagement falls further or the effort to teach 
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goes up higher, or both.  For the teacher herself, if she spends more time than anticipated on this part of the 
curriculum it increases the pressure to get things done more quickly next time exacerbating the problem and its 
attendant anxieties. 

Things only change substantially when the response of the student is at 4.5 or above.  The student feels very good 
about the experience that they are having and wants to reciprocate by being highly engaged in the work of the 
class – it would be disloyal to the teacher not to pay attention.  This feeling is at such a level that the student will 
actively ignore distractions.  Under such circumstances student engagement rises and the effort to teach falls.  
These are perfect conditions for the teacher to take risks with her practice and to modify and improve it over time. 

 

At the 4.5 level and above the engagement level 
tends to rise and the effort to teach tends to fall 
leading to superior outcomes.  With a teacher who 
is open to modifying her practice this will lead to 
better classroom practice over time with potential 
for increasing outcomes further. 

Responses falling between the 3.5 and 4.5 levels indicate some level of engagement but still with a propensity to be 
distracted away from the work in hand.  In the original development of this type of framework, Xerox found that 
actual repurchase behaviour went up by a factor of six between customers who rated their experiences at a 5 
versus a 4.  The convention takes 4.5 as the switch over point form satisfaction to loyalty. 

The third key response area is where responses fall below 3.5 which indicates that the experience the student is 
having – in their view – is limiting their growth in some way and they will actively seek something more useful to do 
– distractions become the main game, and the effort to teach goes up correspondingly. 

Responses below 2 represent a special case and indicate a student who is completely disengaged and little if any 
useful activity is taking place – often quite the opposite.  Rare to find a whole class at this level but common to find 
individual students with this level of response. 

The responses should be looked at on the class level as well as on the individual student level.  There may be one or 
a small group of disengaged students in an otherwise engaged class, information that can inform future teaching 
strategies. 

Measuring the student experience 

There is a great deal of research around the things that a student can experience and observe in a classroom that 
are positively linked to student learning.  A basic question set might include 20-30 questions that cover the 
relationship between the teacher and her students (e.g. levels of respect), the pedagogy being used (e.g. providing 
learning intentions) and specific activities (e.g. working in groups).  There may well be questions specific to your 
school. 

At the same time there are robust feedback collections systems (e.g. Survey Monkey) that allow very quick and 
easy collection of feedback through any electronic device and the provision of the raw data in near real time.  Many 
teachers have developed simple surveys for their own local use.  These are often not easily scalable. 

To get the benefit at large scale there is the need to be able to take very large amounts of data and provide tools 
and reports that turn the data first into information and then into insight for both the individual and at the school 
level to inform professional development. 

Incorporating the value framework into the process allows for scaling.  Feedback collected from different classes in 
different learning areas and year levels can be evened up – to what level are students engaged?  If they are 
engaged at year 12 and not at year 8 this tells us something about teacher practice.  If three quarters are engaged 
and a quarter not, that also tells us something.  If patterns repeat, that tells us something, too. 

Flexible tools are required to make the conversion process easy to achieve and to allow some level of interactivity 
with the data and information produced to reach the deep insights that can drive decision-making.  Easily available 
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spreadsheets - such as Microsoft Excel - now have the power and flexibility to allow for rapid, sophisticated analysis 
and easy interactivity. 

Note that measuring the student experience in this way is based on using data to stimulate thinking rather than 
using it as an accountability device.  If students are disengaged we want to take the appropriate decisions that will 
lead to their greater engagement, not apportion blame for the fact that they are disengaged in the first place. 

Collecting feedback across all classes in the school provides a very powerful window into what is happening in every 
class and which can then be aggregated by teacher, by year level and by Key Learning Area/Department to give 
local and global views of the student experience. 

Teachers are often apprehensive about receiving feedback from students, so this collection and reporting process 
needs to be done with great care.  The most important first step is to offer, in the first instance, any feedback 
collected to be fully confidential to the teacher concerned.  To achieve this, we recommend the provision of hard 
copy reports in the first year printed on A3 size paper – in practice, this encourages staff to share their reports with 
each other – stimulating the conversations you want, without sacrificing confidentiality.  Over time, this condition 
can be relaxed allowing senior leaders access to all feedback. 

Setting up a survey 
The first step is to decide on a question set to use and create a spreadsheet that contains information about every 

teacher and class to be included in the survey.  Once complete, the survey can be set-up and instruction emails sent 

out to each member of staff within 24 hours.  Giving staff two or three weeks to complete their surveys reduces 

‘survey fatigue’ and allows flexibility in timing collection for each class. 

 
Type of information needed to set up the feedback survey 

We have a standard question set that we use, however, many schools have their own or they start with one and 
then modify it over time.  The standard question set is research-based, questions cover the full range of things that 
students can experience or observe in the classroom that research shows are positively linked to student learning. 

Weekly updates are provided to show the number of classes with feedback and the number of staff who have 
collected feedback, accompanied by a detailed analysis.  If required, individual reminder emails can also be sent 
out. 

Once the survey is complete (rarely 100% due to absences, camps, unexpected events) then the data can be 
cleaned and processed. 

 

350 classes, 30 questions and 20 students per class create a large amount of data that needs to be turned into 
information and then into insights to inform decisions about professional development. 

No. Question

1 My teacher respects me

2 My teacher is friendly, approachable and willing to listen

3 My teacher encourages and helps me to succeed

4 My teacher is knowledgeable in his/her subject

5 My teacher is positive, enthusiastic and has a sense of humour

6 My teacher involves me in making choices and decisions about my school activities.

7 My teacher controls his/her anger and remains calm at all times

8 My teacher understands and relates to young people

9 My teacher links new learning to things that I know or have previously studied

10 My teacher regularly provides my class with clear learning goals

11 My teacher encourages me to monitor my own learning using goals that I develop

12 My teacher provides me with useful feedback on my work

13 My teacher celebrates my progress and achievements

14 My teacher helps me to use note-taking, summarising and revision to help me learn

15 My teacher helps me use things like pictures, play-acting, modelling and imagining to help me learn

16 In this class I am used to using comparing, contrasting and classifying to help me learn

17 In this class we test ideas by using "what if" questions

18 My teacher often groups me with classmates who help me learn

19 My teacher reminds me that my success depends on my effort

20 My teacher ensures that we have lots of practice in important skills

21 My class has clear rules for how I should behave throughout the class

22 My teacher responds quickly and effectively to unsuitable behaviour

23 In this class I do work that is interesting and challenging for me

24 In this class we study ideas over a number of lessons to help us understand

25 My teacher gives clear assessment tasks that let me show what I have learnt

26 In this class we do things that are linked to current events and people and places outside our school

27 In this class we use technology to support our learning

28 In this class we are encouraged to express our ideas and opinions and to think and ask questions

29 My teacher helps me work out ways of solving issues or problems

30 In our class we do different work depending upon our interests and abilities
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How are the surveys completed?  

The surveys are completed online. Students fill out a questionnaire rating the quality of the experience they are 
having in the classroom of the individual teacher concerned.  

Typically, the survey is administered by the actual class teacher who supplies each student with a unique code for 
that teacher and that class. 

The complete process, from the teacher explaining the procedure to her class, providing the web address for the 

survey and the teacher’s unique code and students filling in the online survey takes about 10 – 15 minutes. 

Converting Data into insight 

The first step is to take the data and convert it into individual reports for each class with the central principle being 
to present the data in as many useful ways as possible to stimulate reflection and conversation.  The many options 
include: 

• Average response for each question 

• Average response for each year level (for comparison) 

• Average response for the particular KLA (for comparison) 

• Response profile for each question (i.e. how many 1’s, 2’s, etc.) 

• Frequency plot of average student responses giving a class profile 

• Frequency plot of average student responses across the school (for comparison) 

• Split of male and female responses 

• Profile of responses for each student 
In addition to each individual report, each member of staff receives a short guide on how to interpret the data and 
a self-administered, self-reflection worksheet that is ideal for using in a whole staff meeting and as an input into a 
coaching program – the self-reflection identifies a number of areas that the individual teacher thinks it is worth 
spending additional time and attention on. 

 

LEFT: Some examples of individual reports in four 
different formats ranging from 20 to 30 questions. 

BELOW: START Self-reflection worksheet and 
Student Interpretation guide 

 

The second step is to aggregate the data into a report that displays the data at a number of levels: 

• From a whole school perspective 

• By year level 

• By Key Learning Area 

The chart below shows an example of showing all classes (172 in this case) on the same chart along with the 
average across all classes (in red).  From a system point of view this is a system out of control.  Students are having 
a wide range of experiences where, to be in control, we would like to see the experiences fall into a narrow band 
around the 4.5 level.  The same sorts of displays are provided for each year level and each Key Learning 
Area/Department. 
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The chart below shows two other ways of displaying whole school data.  One shows data aggregated by year level 
and the other shows a frequency plot of average student responses for every student in every class. 

 

The chart above left displays average student responses aggregated by year level, in this case 7-12, showing 
the typical ‘U-shape’ across the years. 

The chart above right displays a frequency plot of 2,762 individual student average responses (172 classes, 
average 16 students per class).  34% of responses are at 4.5 or above, 18.5% fall below the 3.5 level – for 
these students they find the experience they are having falling well short of meeting their needs. 

The third step, usually anonymous in the first year, is to be able to see and investigate the responses to each 
teacher across multiple classes.  The chart below shows an interactive database that allows viewing of all the 
classes for a single teacher with the opportunity to see a class profile for each class. 

  

The chart above left displays average responses for each question for different classes from the same 
teacher (CT11, in this case).  Individual graphs can be suppressed to allow closer inspection of one or two 
graphs at a time – similar year level or subject, perhaps (class identifiers are subjects but could also be KLA’s 
or departments or even random codes) 

The chart above right displays the same view with the class profile pulled up for one of the classes, showing 
most students bunched at 4.5 or above with a single student sitting around 3.5. 

The chart below gives a frequency plot of the average student response for each surveyed class in the school and a 
frequency plot of the weighted average for each teacher across all their classes surveyed.  In this case, about 5% of 

A typical pattern of engagement across a school

About 18.5% reporting their 
average experience below 3.5

17% fully, engaged, 
34% at or above 4.5

 

The chart above shows all 172 classes from this school’s survey.  The red line is the average across all classes 
i.e. the average experience students are having.  Each black line on the graph represents an individual class.  
From a system point of view this is a system out of control – students are having a wide range of experiences. 
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teachers (6) average at 4.5 or above on all their classes.  A further 12% (15) could be considered close.  11% (14) 
staff have across-class averages below 3.5. 

 

The chart gives a frequency plot (green) of the 
average student response for each class in the school 
and a frequency plot (blue) of the weighted average 
for each teacher across all their surveyed classes. 

So, what can these results reveal and how can you use them?  

First, these results will give you a much better feel about what is happening in your classrooms by providing both 
rigour and depth to add to your own impressions from classroom visits. 

Second, investigating results in depth allows a very deep understanding of the experiences that students are having 
in their classes and issues that teachers are facing.  These insights can help inform better decisions about 
professional learning and student management.  Once you have negotiated full access to the data with your staff 
(typically, one or two years after the first year) this becomes an even more powerful tool for shaping policy. 

Third, student feedback provides an immediate input to every teacher’s own reflection on their practice and from 
the unique perspective of the student. 

Fourth, a common framework for collecting and viewing feedback provides a common language that facilitates 
conversation. 

Feedback is a critical component of professional development. Effective feedback gives you an objective view of 
your school from the standpoint of teacher performance and effectiveness in creating the right environment for 
students to engage fully and have their innate growth needs met. 

You will receive feedback on where you’re doing well and areas for improvement. You can then make decisions 
regarding how to improve where necessary. 

More Reflection Leads To Improved Outcomes 

It is about self-awareness. Feedback makes staff more aware of their teaching style. And with 
increased awareness there is a greater willingness to change to improve.  

The more the reflection is allowed and encouraged, the more people become aware. If 
feedback and reflection is random and happens very infrequently, change will not occur. I 
believe feedback has to become part of a school’s culture; looking at the way teaching is done 
so improvements can be achieved. Ultimately the kids will benefit.  

Robyn Sullivan, Director of Learning, Catholic Regional College, Melton.  

 

What you value you have to measure! 

Teachers traditionally haven’t been measured and it is the last of the cottage industries where 
a principal employs teachers, gives them resources, a room key, and they go and shut the door 
and do their thing. 

However, if the school has a direction it wants go in and there’s no mechanism to head in that 
direction, then you’re not going anywhere. 
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So, this is a mechanism to focus attention on what constitutes good teaching practice and what 
actually improves outcomes. It focuses everyone. 

What you value you have to measure. If you don’t measure it you don’t value it. Therefore, if 
you value teaching you have to measure it. 

I feel Group 8’s Feedback program is a very good form of measurement, because it is the 
students who are the ones we should be benchmarking. After all, they are the ones being 
educated. People should be heartened by the fact that, generally speaking, students are quite 
positive about the experience. Rather than giving a critical response, they are quite affirming. 

Dr Mark Merry, Principal, Yarra Valley Grammar 

In Conclusion  

Remember, if you value it, you must measure it.  

To continually improve your school’s results, you must have a mechanism for continuous feedback. This is the only 
way you will know where to focus your efforts in improving teacher effectiveness and learning outcomes.  

The Group 8 Student Feedback Program has been proven to improve teacher effectiveness and improve student 
learning outcomes no matter what the starting point.  

Schools could be at the bottom of the ladder academically, exist in low socio-economic areas and need to rapidly 
improve. Or you could already be at the top and looking for ways to further excel.  

No matter where you sit on the continuum, there is no staying still. You are either improving or declining.  

Schools that have embraced our Student Feedback Program are seeing direct benefits with their staff opening up, 
being more collegial and embracing change, which ultimately has a positive effect on the whole school’s learning 
culture.  

Your Next Steps  

This document serves as an introduction to Group 8’s Student Feedback Program.  

If you would like more information regarding the Program and how it could benefit your school, I invite you to call 
me on 0418 432 316 or email me at jcorrigan@gr8education.com and arrange a confidential, no obligation first 
meeting where we'll sit down and discuss your situation.  

Should both of us feel there's merit in moving forward, we can discuss options and take appropriate action. 

Kindest regards, 

John Corrigan 
Group 8 Education 
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